What would you do if you knew you could not fail?
MESHELL BAKER, The Congruency
Catalyst is a highly engaging and
captivating International Speaker,
Trainer, Purpose Coach and a wellrespected teacher of VISION. Her talks
are considered enlightening, incredibly
engaging and will empower your
"A purposeful & prosperous
audience to execute in excellence.

Create a successful vision
and mission strategy
Build Social Awareness for
your brand
Become a key player in your
community

life always begins with a
Vision, a Mission and
Values!" ~ Meshell Baker

Speaking Topics
Meshell is especially gifted at quickly and effortlessly engaging audiences and workshop participants
and establishing trust. Her humorous stories and antidotes are exceptionally enthusiastic, energizing,
and fun! She entertains, motivates and inspires—always, always leaving her clients and audiences
empowered and equipped to experience personal excellence and professional distinction!

Valuing your
V.I.S.I.O.N.

Create your Money
Making Motto

Blessed to Be
B.R.A.V.E.

Meshell reviews 6 Steps to help
you eliminate the perfectionism
that is prohibiting you from taking
action. Instead of offering you
options of what to DO, Meshell
will present a process of how to
BE. When you choose first who
you are BEING, then line up your
behaviors, your DOINGS will
become effortless and efficient!
Becoming the BEST uniquely
you possible…is contagious.

During this session, Meshell will
guide you to craft a Money Making
Motto. This motto will become
your foundation for BEING
someone. By embracing ONE core
value that is true to who you are
and who you desire to become,
your uniqueness becomes
contagious! Implementing the
Money Making Motto certifies your
earnest desire to deliver service
with excellence.

Meshell reviews a 5 Step process
that encourages, excites and
empowers you to be B.R.A.V.E. in
the face of challenging and
difficult circumstances and people.
When YOU change the way you
look at things, the things you look
at change. Meshell will present a
process of how to turn your
negatives into positives. Learn be
B.R.A.V.E. no matter what.

Watch Meshell in Action!
https://www.youtube.com/user/MeshellBaker

To book an event or interview with
Meshell Baker contact:
http://www.MeshellBaker.com
Info@MeshellBaker.com

About Meshell Baker
Meshell Baker, The Congruency Catalyst is a highly engaging and
captivating International Speaker, Purpose Coach, Trainer and a
well-respected teacher of VISION. Her mission is to help as many as
possible find joy and excitement for their life through the VISION
Development Process. Meshell’s clients, create A CLEARLY DEFINED
PURPOSE and establish successful vision and mission strategies that
increase revenues, build social awareness, and become key players
in their organizations and communities.

Well, Meshell is a ball of inspiring fire. She taught me things about myself that I never knew. So engaging, very
clear and very easy to follow. I can not recommend Meshell enough. The best part of it was how much fun it was.
- Frances Janisch Photographer
Meshell’s passion and excitement captivated me in The VISION seminar I had the honor of attending. She has
developed a unique process to guide people through what’s most important to them-and then help them capture
that vision in words and art. She also teaches participants how to live their vision and how to share that vision with
others in the form of service. If you are looking for a dynamic and motivated speaker who will truly touch you and
your participants on a soul level, Meshell should be your top choice.
- M. Shannon Hernandez - Content & Brand Coach
Meshell Baker, describe her in one word… WOW!! She has motivated me to a new level of passion for what I do.
Which has immediately taken my team and business to a new level of success. I recommend Meshell for anyone
who is wanting to get to the roots of what is holding them back from their full potential in work and life. Thank you,
Meshell!
- Michelle Matte Interiors & Your Design Fix
I have seen Meshell inspire, excite and inform audiences with her natural talent for connecting through her
passion for excavating the dreams we all have. She challenges you to not only dare to dream but to also take
actions that make those dreams a reality. You cannot go wrong by hiring her for your event.
- Sherry Ransom - The BIG Business of Gratitude

CONNECT WITH MESHELL

Watch Meshell in Action!
https://www.youtube.com/user/MeshellBaker

To book an event or interview with
Meshell Baker contact:
http://www.MeshellBaker.com
Info@MeshellBaker.com

